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Introduction to RainManSR: A field manipulative experiment linking above- and below-ground responses to
temporal repackaging of summer precipitation and drier winters in a semiarid grassland
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Motivation: RainMan rainfall manipulation facility
•
•

Start here for RainMan RISE posters to learn:
• Why we built this rainfall manipulation study in the Santa
Rita Experimental Range

Drylands comprise ~40% of Earth’s land surface, providing
critical food production, habitat, and carbon sequestration

• How Desert Southwest climate has changed already

The Sonoran Desert has a unique bimodal precipitation pattern

• How the first RainMan experiment mimics observed
temporal repackaging of summer precipitation
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• How the second RainMan experiment crosses in different
winter precipitation totals
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• Above- and belowground response of grassland structure
and function for three years since 2020
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• Southern Arizona grasslands comprised of several plant
functional types with diverse life strategies, all tied to water

Q1: What plants will be successful? We hypothesize that rooting depth of perennial plants
promotes survival and growth under fewer/larger rainfall events.
Q2: What are the consequences for CO2 uptake and water evaporation?

Q3: What ecosystem-scale spectral sensing information accurately represents carbon and water
exchanges? This is critically needed to improve satellite remote sensing

Questions for Experiment 2: Wet vs. Dry winter rainfall totals

Q1: What is the contribution of winter ecosystem function (e.g. CO2 fluxes) to annual totals?
Q2: What are the legacies of winter precipitation totals on ecosystem structure and function in the
following summer?

RainMan Posters Roadmap

• Over the last half-century, total winter precipitation has declined
• Summer monsoon rainfall has been repackaged into fewer, larger
rainfall events with longer dry intervals.
Western US 1975 - 2020

Questions for Experiment 1: temporal repackaging of summer rainfall
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• Rainfall is
applied by hand
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RainMan design and infrastructure

Summer: repackaging into
fewer/larger events since 2020

Harrison Friedman ~ Soil Microbiology

• 4 levels temporal repackaging
summer P with fixed 205 mm
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Thermal imaging to
detect water stress
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• N = 15 replicates, 3 per house
(house = experimental block)
Winter: repackaging into
fewer/larger events since 2022
• 3 levels of winter P at 5th, 50th,
95th percentiles of historical
• 3 winter treatments X 4 winter
treatments = 12 treatments,
each with n = 5
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Soil Moisture Response
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S1 Watered 2X Weekly

S1: Many/small events
maintains shallow wet
layer (top 10 cm)

• 10 ac. exclosure and 5 hoop houses ~2019
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• 100% natural rainfall blocked, harvested

• 1 community = existing forbs and annual
grasses+ 36 perennial bunchgrass transplants
per plot in Nov 2019
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• Soil water sensors top 10 cm, 25, 75 cm.

S2 Watered 1X Weekly - Historical Normal Control
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S2: Historical/control
maintains wet surface
AND 25 cm root zone
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S4: Few/large events
wets 25 cm root zone but
surface dries out often

S4 Watered every 21 Days
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• 60 plots 4 x 5’, trenched to 100 cm depth
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hyperspectral and gas
exchange
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